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Unsolved Problems Lecture Slated
For Feb. 10
A mathematics professor from
the University of California,
Davis, will present two lectures at
California State College, San
Bernardino, Tuesday, Feb. 10.
Dr. G. Donald Chakerian, in

addition to the open lectures, will
be meeting with students and
faculty throughout the day,
announced Dr. John Hafstrom,
chairman
of
the
CSCSB
mathematics department.
(continued on page 7)
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California State College grows in size and standing. CSCSB has
recently received reaccreditation,
nu
l
^ x. .
^
Photos by Dane Bartholow

CSGSB

RECEIVES

5 YEAR ACCREDITATION

_Students^take_advai^

of the warm days. Often they may attend some lectures or discussions outside.

Dr. Paul Gendrop

Grandeur of Mexico Topic
For Today's Lecture
An overview oi tne most
impressive sites in Mexico, from
pre-Columbian times to the
present, will be the topic of Dr.
Paul
Gendrop's
lecture
at
California State College, San
Bernardino, Friday, Feb. 6.
Dr. Gendrop, who is currently
on the faculty of the Center of
Arthitectural Research of the
National School of Architectures
at the University of Mexico, will
speak on the topic, "The
Grandeur of Mexico."
The presentation, which is open
to the public, will describe and
illustrate with color slides the
beauties and historical importance
of key sites such as Teotihuacan,
Plaza de las Tres Culturas and
Monte Aiban. The lecture will be
of special interest to teachers of
Spanish and English as a second
language,
according
to
a
spokesman.

Gendrop, who received his
degree in architecture from the
Technological
Institute
of
Monterey and his Ph.D. from the
University of Paris in Aztec art
and culture, has also taught at the
Universities
of
Puebla
and
Guanajuato. Among the courses
he has recently taught are
architectural
design,
pre-Columbian art and culture,
colonial art and contemporary art.
His most recent publication, a
book on pre-Columbian art, is
soon to be released in English by
the University of California Press.
The lecture, to be held in the
Lecture Hall of the Physicial
Sciences Building, begins at 8:00
p.m. Reservations are required
and may be obtained no later than
Wednesday, Feb. 4 by calling the
Activities Office at the college,
887-6311, There is no admission
chaise.

Sen. Harmer
To Speak

Ualitornia State Uoliege, San
Bernardino has been reaccredited
for a five-year period by the
Western Assn. of Schools and
Colleges, CSCSB President John
M. Pfau announced today.
Word of the reaccreditation was
received
Monday
from
the
WASC's Accrediting Commission
for
Senior
Colleges
and
Universities.
The five-year accreditation, the
maximum
granted
by
the
association, extends through June
30,1975.
Before
an
educational
institution is accredited by the
WASC or one of the other
regional agencies, an evaluation of
its academic program, faculty,
library
resources,
scholarship
standards and physical facilities is

made by a select committee oi
educators. The committee visitet
the Cal State campus earlier in thi
winter and made its detailec
report
to
the
accreditin;
commission which then grante<
approval.
Accreditation has a doubl)
aspect, explained President Pfau
It is a judgment and a service. I
certifies that
a college o
university as a whole meet
minimum academic standards
More important, it assists thi
college
in
examining itself
identifying its problems an(
updating programs for growth anc
improvement.
CSCSB has been accredited b}
the WASC since its opening in thi
fail of 1965.

Micro-Lab To Be
Held Tuesday

State Sen. John L. Harmer, an
aspirant for the post of attorney
general, will speak at California
State Cotl^e, &n Bernardino at 3
p.m., Tuesday, Feb. 10 in the
Lecture Hail of the Physical
Sciences Building.
There will be a Micro-Lab
The lecture, sponsored by the
Young Republicans Club at the demonstration on our campus
Tuesday, February 10 at 7:00
college, is open to the public.
The Glendale attorney, who p.m. in the little gym. Dr. Stephen
represents the 21st District in the B. Lawrence will conduct the
Senate, has spoken out against demonstration and there will be
campus
militancy,
promising no charge.
Dr. Lawrence is a Clinical
prosecution against anyone who
destroys
college
property, Psychologist who received his
Degree from the
interrupts the orderly process of Bachelor's
learning or creates havoc in the University of Wisconsin and his
higher educational system. If Masters and Doctoral Degrees
elected as attorney general, he has from Purdue University.
He has worked as a clinical
said, he "will act to counter the
weaknesses
of
hesitant psychologist for the Veterans
administrators and will prosecute Administration, the Indiana and
whenever and wherever local California Department of Mental
prosecution
breaks down or Hygiene,
the
University
of
chooses not to act."
California and is presently Chief
at
the
San
A law graduate of George Psychologist
Bernardino
County
General
Washington University, Harmer
has served as a special aide to U.S. Hospital and conducts a private
practice in San Bernardino.
Senator
Wallace
Bennett
Dr. Lawrence is a member of
(R-Utah— and as a staff member
the
American,
Midwestern,
in the Department of the Interior.
Accompanying Sen. Harmer to
Western
and
California
Psychological Associations and is
campus
will
be
Dr.
Ed
Dombrowski of Redlands, his an offiet-r and charter member of
the Inland Southern California
campaign chairman for this area.
Society of Clinical Psychologists.

In California, he is a licensee
Psychologist and Marriage, Family
and Child Counselor.
Dr. Lawrence is one of the
major pioneers in live telecasts ol
psycho-therapy sessions and ha:
been a prime innovator in the
clinical uses of videotape, focusec
Zen group meditation for the
mentally ill and nude grou^
therapy. He has done extensive
work with Videotape Marathor
groups at psychological growth
centers throughout the country
including Esalen Institute, Bi|
Sur, California; Kairos Institute
San Diego; The Topanga Cente
for Human Development, Lo;
Angeles; The Oasis Institute
Chicago; the Aureon Institute
New York; the Shalal Institute
Vancouver and others.
For his professional work, Dr
Lawrence is listed in "Who's Wh(
in the West," "Personalities of th«
West and Midwest," "Who's Wh(
In
California," "Internationa
Biographies,"
"Internationa
Platform Committee" and "20(
Men of Achievement 1970."
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Students Speak Out

What's Happening to Politics P
By BRUCE CAREY
What has our attitude become toward politics? Have you
all given up participating in this democratic fashion? Have
you all become bored with life in general? This observer
believes you have. I for one won't give in to your "I could
care less" attitude. I have hopes and dreams of far better
tomorrows. There are several ways to make these dreams into
a re^ity; however, the quickest method is changed from
within. Join with a political group and make the changes as a
member not an outsider. Many have chosen this path but in
comparison to our total population only a few. There are
only a few that care that are willing to bear the brunt of
arrogance and stupidity directed toward them. For what?
Certainly not for the money they are paid but because they
care. These people who sacrifice are politicians and thank
God we have such men.
Wednesday I handed out several flyers on Senator John
Harmer's upcoming visit on February 10th at 3:00 p.m. in
P.S. 10. Many were courteous but others were bored. Three
questions were asked several times and I'm sure these
questions might be in your mind now. Who is Senator
Harmer? What can he do for me? Why should I come and
hear him? First of all John Harmer is the state senator for the
21st district of California. He is a dynamic person with strong
convictions about this country of ours. He has taken time to
come and talk WITH us on problems we face here in our
state. Most of all, however, he is the leading candidate for the
Attorney General of California, a position we must elect a
man into.
Secondly, in regard to "What can he do for me?" The
answer is simply "nothing," unless you elect him into office.
Every elected official is a puppet of the people and if he
forgets this for only a moment, he no longer exists. The
question then should have been asked "What can I do for
him?"
Thirdly, "Why should I come and listen?" You owe it to
yourself and country. You are this country. If you say it has
done nothing for you, then I say you have done nothing for
yourself.
I feel that all of you must care. I have tha much faith in
you. Show you are one of those who is not willing to sit idly
by and let life pass on. Come and listen, for we are
tomorrow. We are life as we are to know it for the next few
decades. PARTICIPATE.
Vice President
Young Republicans

Editorial

Legalization of Marijuana P
As most opposers to the legalization oi manjunna Mr
Thwng argues from hysteria much more than from fact. The
reality of any substance is that it can be abused. No doubt
manjuanna has been abused by some. Quite illogically Mr
Thwing lumps marijuana, LSD and heroin into the same
each is a different substance producing
different effects.
Ap^ from the hysterical puritans reacting to people
enjoying themselves, marijuana has no harmful effects (unless
one considers the chances of being arrested). Undoubtedly
there are those incapable of handling the marijuana
then I know people who are allergic to milk
Shall we make that illegal? The reaUty is that by classifying
manjuana as a crime one makes criminals out of people who
are only doing something to themselves. Can there be a crime
without a victim?
The final insanity of illegalization of marijuana is that upon
arrest and conviction a goodly portion of harmless individuals
are sent to prisons and jails where they rapidly learn to be
crinunals. In fact, penalization does not stop usage of
manjuana but rather produces a smoker with paranoid
tendencies.
Is Mr. Thwing aware that in California murder in the 2nd
degree carries a penalty of from "5 years to life" of which 20
months must be served before parole eligibility that the
penalty for forcible rape is "3 years to life" with the same 20
nonth minimum. The penalty for marijuana sales is a "5
/e^
with a 36 month minimum term. It seems a
twisted logic that argues "Guns kill, therefore possessing or
Sir"®
punished more severely than the actual
killmg. In each case the criminal acts Mr. Thwing mentions
carry a lesser penalty than marijuana offenses.
If Mr. Thwing wishes to discuss realistic methods of coping
svith social problems he will find an eager helper in the
wnter; if he wishes to prepetuate social insanity he will find
an entrenched opposition.
DON DI.BRLE
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Marijuana Reasoning Sound?
By NANCY SAUNDERS
John Thwing wrote an editorial
for last week's "Pawprint" in
which he severely denounced the
legalization of marijuana. Several
students were asked, at random,
whether or not they believe the
reasoning behind the editorial was
valid.

VERDA EDINBURGH, Junior,
English: *T agree with the writer
of this article that those who
advocate legalizing marijuana, the
businessmen, doctors, etc., should
be investigated. I am strongly
against its being legalized."

RALPH
LOWERY, 'Junior,
Psycholo^: "I feel that John
Thwing, in his editorial entitled,
"Marijuana or Not?" is way off
base with his logic, and his figures
are erroneous. He could have
easily said, "Heroin addicts and
hard users began, due to smallpox
in their youth." I would like to
see a debate between this person,
John Thwing, some noon against
ail persons opposing his view, with
factual evidence and not figures
drawn from a hat."

Letters To
the Editor
L&PA
Nanci',
Last Jan. 25 issue of the
Pawprint carried an article on
page 5 of^my resignation as
Chairman of Lectures and Public
Affairs. I thank you, for the
"pat-on-the-back," but I think the
whole article makes it seem as
though I am resigning in di^ust,
or that there are internal hassels in
the L&P.A. Committee. Neither
implications are true. I have been
the Chairman of L&P.A. for two
years and I feei that a third term
is not in the best interests of that
committee, or in the best interests
of my metabolism. It is a very
time consuming job, when my
present term as chariman expires
then I have said that I will not
seek, nor accept the nomination
again.
Sincerely
William L. Haney
Chairman (as of now, until April)
of Lectures & Public Affairs
C.S.C.S.B.

HANDS OFF THE POT
Dear Editor:
I read Mr. Thwing's crusading
editorial
with
considerable
amused horror. If Mr. Thwing
doesn't want to smoke pot, I
thought, then by God nobody
should make him. I scratched my
ear as Mr. Thwing sifted through
all the evidence which proves that

pot is a murderously dangerous
and thought-provoking drug. Then
a little lightbulb went on in my
brain: if Mr. Thwing doesn't want
us to smoke pot, I thought, then
by God somebody ought to come
around and make sure we don't.
Hurt us, hurt us, before we kill
ourselves!
Sincerely,
Charles Clifton

PEACE CORPS
Mr. Michael Zlaket:
Connie Swonger and I really
appreciate the article that you
wrote on the January 16th edition
of THE PAWPRINT. It was a
tremendous factor in informing
the student body that we were to
be on campus recruiting for the
Peace Corps. Also, thanks for
printing the letter that we wrote
after our recruiting campaign was
over. Also, please thank your
editor
who
I
know
was
instrumental in placing the article
about us.
Hope that all is going well with
school and the paper. Again
thanks for all of your assistance.
Sincerely,
Mike Sarka
Peace Corps Recruiter

The Pawprint is published Friday of each week by the Associated
Students of California State College, San Bernardino, 5500 State Coilege
Parkway, San Bernardino, California 92407.
The <^icial opinions of the Pawprinf s editorial board are expressed in
unsigned editorials; all signed editorials, cartoons, columns and letters
represent the opinions of the writers or artists and not necessarily those
of the Pawprint.
No opinion expressed by writers or columnists necessarily reflect those
of the State College System, California State College, San Bernardino, or
the Associated Students and adjunct bodies of the Associated Students.
The Pawprint editorial offices are located in the Heating and Air
Conditioning Building. The editorial and business telephone number is
887-6311, extension 233.
D. E. Conley
Michael Zlaket
Corine Schnur
Josephine Turman
Jan Seybold
Dane Bartholow
JeiPf Loge
Nancy Saunders
Dr. Mary Cisar

Editor-in-chief
Associate Editor
News and political editor
Contributing editor
Business manager
Advertising manager
Layout manager
Photographer
Photographer
Columnist
Advisor

The Pawprint is printed at AAA Publishing Co., 345 N. 'I" St., San
Bernardino, California.

AL COFFEEN, Senior, Political
Science: "I find myself in a very
difficult position in trying to
comment with some degree of
intelligence on the "Thwing"
attack on
marijuana. It is
extremely
hard
to
argue
intellectually on such absurd
reasoning as Thwing uses. If the
domino theory of marijuana
works as he su^ests, then bread
should be banned as all heroin
addicts have consumed bread. As
for the carnage caused by LSD,
one need only to reflect on the
mass slaughter of people on our
highways
due
to
alcohol
consumption.
In
fact,
if
everybody smoked dope we just
might see an end put to violent
warfare; of course Thwing would
in ail probability be opposed to
that
also.
He
should
be
ELECTRIC KOOL-AIDED!"

Profile . • •

John Thwing
By MICHAEL ZLAKET
Last Fall quarter, and also
during this quarter, the Pawprint
has printed letters to the editor
written by John Thwing. He
wrote to express his disagreement
•with
the
Viet
Nam
War
Moratorium and anti-Viet Nam
demonstrators. He also wrote to
express his feelings about last
quarter's "chalk-in." Last week,
he stated his belief that marijuana
should not be legalized.
Mr. Thwing's letters have stirred
considerable
controversy
and
discussion
on
this campus.
John Thwing is a junior who is
majoring
in
Business
Administration. He is now in his
second quarter of attendance of
CSCSB. He transferred from a
conservative junior college in
Florida.
He is a member of the CSCSB
chapter
of
the
Young
Republicans. He will soon become
its new treasurer. That post has
been vacated; his nomination to it
must be approved at the next YR
meeting.
When he was asked about what
prompted him to write to the
Pawprint, he said that he felt that
both sides of an issue should be
heard in order for one to get a
balanced perspective. He feels that
the "silent majority" is apparently
not voicing its opinions.
He
finds
himself
in
disagreement with the dissenters;
on issues such as the Viet Nam.
protests and the legalization of
marijuana. However, he feels that^;
they are right on the issue of|
pollution.
f
The dissenters are, Thwing s
believes, half-way oi^anized to the I
extent that they pass out leaflets,'
stage free-speech rallies, and ^
generally participate in various!
campaigns, as they did with the .
' (conthmedto'pageT)""""
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National Negro History
Week Begins Feb. 8

BSU President Speaks

BSU Accepts No Whitewash
By NANCY SAUNDERS
Doyle Washington, President of
the B.S.U., recently submitted his
official
re^gnation
to
the
members of his organization. It
was
not
accepted,
which
Washington termed a "vote of
confidence" in a recent interview.
The group vowed their support to
work in accordance with the
B.S.U. Constitution (authored by
Washington.) When asked the
reason
for
his
attempted
resignation, he said that he felt he
had held the office for too long.
He said that there had been no
real disagreement and that he
fully
supported
all
B.S.U.
activities.
For
the
future,
Washington remarked that the
B.S.U. would be moving out to
attack
problems
that
bring
dissension between students.
He was asked to comment 6n
the
recent
"Pawprint"
controversy, and stated that "It's
being put on a pecking order; the

editor, I believe, was placed by
the administration to explicitly
express
the
views of
the
administration
and
the
conservative elements on this
campus. I don't feel that she has
the concerns of the student body
in mind. She has an egotistical lust
for power, but is quite charming
when confronted about her
phoniness."
Washington was asked if he saw
any relevance of this college to
the community, and replied: "I
don't think it's relating to the
community because it does not
wish to. It is afraid. There are no
programs for youth outside the
college to further the education
process outside its hallowed walls
of sanctimonious bull and purity
of total disenfranchisement." He
believes that AS government is
not effective. "There are those
concerned with students, but they
are matched with equal vigor by
racists who run this Institution to

keep
tne rignt of student
determination out of their hands
and into the hands of those who
freak out behind standard set
procedures. They are the ones
who wave the American and yell
out, "if mama's apple pie was
good enough for them, then it's
good enough for us."
Washington feels that there
should
be
a
continual
investigation into the facets of
semantics versus action. "The
B.S.U. will accept no whitewash
from those on this campus who
do not see the relevance of blacks.
Our
interests
should
be
safeguarded." He would like to
see more cultural programs at
CSCSB, and would like black
history presented so that people'
can
acknowledge
the
contributions that they have given
to the world.

me Black Students' Union of
Cal State, San Bernardino would
like to sieze this moment to
announce
the
celebrated
beginning of National Negro
History Week. This is an annual
event that will be celebrated
through-out the nation beginning
February 8, 1970-February 15,
1970. Our theme this year will be
BLACK
CONTRIBUTIONS
HERE AND AROUND THE
WORLD.
1. There will be displays on
Black Contributions made in the
Humanities Natural Sciences, and
Social
Sciences
Divisions
graphically exhibited in select
areas around the campus.
2. There will be articles about
the Liberation of the Black N^n
written by Black Sisters and
Brothers in the Pawprint.
3.
There
will
be
Black
Literature, Poetry, plays, and
Quotes read each day.
4. There will be Soul Food
served in the Campus Cafeteria
every day.

5. There will be Malcolm X and
Martin Luther King recordings
played every day.
6. There will be a prize given to
the Sister and Brother with the
most
out-of-sight
natural
hairstyle.
7. All this is to be concluded
Friday by a personal visit from
one of the areas most "together"
brothers to speak on "The Black
Students and the Brother in the
Street."

Azusa Pacific College

Glen Yarbrough
Will Appear
Feb. 26-27
Glenn
Yarbrough
will
be
appearing at Azusa Pacific College
on February 26 and 27 as guest of
the College's Lecture-Artist Series.
In the past, the Lecture-Artist
Series has hosted such performers
as Robert Hale and Jerome Hines.
The series is under the directionof
Paul Lundberg, a Professor of
Music at the college.
Yarbrough, who is best known
as the former leadsinger with the
hit trio, "The Limelighters," is
now doing standing-room-only
business throughout the nation as
a single.
Planning a career in education,
Glenn
Yarbrough first
sang
professionally in 1956. In 1959 he
met Alex Hassiev and Lou
Gottlien and "The Limelighters"
became one of the most popular
folk singing groups in the nation.
Since that time, Yarbrough has
made it as a single and now
records for Warner Brother's
Seven Arts. Yarbrough's latest
album on the Warner label is
entitled, "Time to Gather Seeds."
It Is a surprise album for it
features "The Limelighters" in a
rare reunion.
The
two-day,
three-show
performance at Azusa Pacific is
expected to be sold out by show
time because of the interest and
response now being shown by the
public. Tickets for the concert are
available through Ticketron and
Computicket, or by writing the
box office at Azusa Pacific
College, Phone resetvatiohs are
also being accepted between 10
a.m. and 6 p.m., Monday through
Friday at 334-7213.

What the Critical
Generation Thinks
Of America

We need help making the world turn
Like it or not, money is what makes things
happen in this world. In business. In government.
In all the worldly affairs of man.
It takes money to discover medicines, to rebuild
ghettos, to educate children, to feed, clothe, and
house humanity. Money is an essential ingredient
in solving man's day to day problems—and in
promoting his century to century progress.
In short, money makes the world turn. We're the
world's largest bank and putting money to work is
our business. We think it's an important enough

business to hire the best people we can find to run it.
A Bank of America personnel representative will
be interviewing on your campus soon. If you
want to make a career of making the world turn,
make an appointment.

BANKOF AMERICA

m

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

As part of its continuing eitort
to encourage
better critical
writing on the campus, Harper's
Magazine is announcing its Second
Annual Criticism Contest for
college students. The contest
offers three first prizes of $500
for the best articles of political,
social or artistic criticism, with a
matching prize of $500 to each
publication which carried the
winning critiques, and is open to
all articles which have appeared in
any collie publication between
March 1, 1969 and February 27,
1970.
We have since compiled a
collection of the prize-winning
entries in "What the Critical
Generation Thinks of America,"
and have thus far answered almost
1100 requests for the booklet.
We're hoping this year's contest
will
draw an even greater
response.
^ease send all entries to
Harper's Magazine, Inc., 2 I^k
Avenue, New York, N.Y., 10016.
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Apply Now

Know Your Faculty

For Summer

Dr. James L. Crum

intem Program

By MICHAEL ZLAKET
Dr. James L. Crum, Professor of
Organic
Chemistry,
is
the
coordinator
of
CSCSB'S
Chemistry Department. He has
held that position since he came
to CSCSB in 1966.

Applications are now being
accepted for Congressman John
V. Tunney's 1970 Congressional
Summer Intern Program. The
Selection Committee composed of
Wiliiam Wiley, Associate ^ofessor
of English, Riverside City College,
Keith Bailor, Assistant Professor
of- History, Riverside City College;
and
Ronald
0.
Loveridge,
Assistant
Professor
in
the
Department of Political Science,
University
of
California
at
Riverside, will select three interns
who will work in Congressman
Tunney's Washington office for
one month each. A $500.00
stipend is received by each
student, . but the intern will
provide for the transportation and
lodging. Although the interns will
have the opportunity to perform
various duties in the office, the
particular emphasis will be on
writing speeches and statements.
PROCEDURE FOR APPLYING

Choral Music Class
To Be Offered

1. Applications should be directed
to:
Mr. William E. Wiley, Chairman
Selection Committee,
Room
500
Mission
Inn
Rotunda,
Riverside, California 92501

DR. JAMES L. CRUM
Chemistry Department Coordinator
Photos by Dane Bartholow

2. Submit the following:
1. High School and/or college
transcripts
2. liiree letters of personal
reference
3. Typewritten essay of 500
words on environmental problems
in California

if Disneyland
W»H OlSAey ^reduci*eM

Is NOW HIRING for

EASTER and SUMMER
VACATIONS!

4.
Recent
2W
x 3H"
photograph of yourself.
3. Deadline for applications: April
1,1970.
4. Selections to be announced:
April 15,1970.
5. Requirement: High School
graduate by summer of 1970.

SENSORY AWARENESS
GROUP FORMING
Using Bernard Gunther
Techniques.
Se« Corlne A-148 for
further Information

I
I

. . . we are looking for people to portray
Snow White and Atice in Wonderland
(mustbe5'3"-57")

|

I
I

and Mickey Mouse
(mustbe4'9"-5'3")

%
|

Please contact the part-time Campus Placement
Center or Disneyland's Personnel Office.

I

San Bernardino City Schools'
Department of Adult Education is
offering a class in choral music
during the second semester of this
school year. This class is held in
the choral music room, E-5, at
San Gorgonio High School, 25999
Pacific Street, San Bernardino,
from 7 to 10 p.m. on Monday
evenings, with the first class
scheduled for Monday, February
2.
The chorus will be directed by
Patrick Hicks of Loma Linda. Mr.
Hicks holds a Master of Music
Degree
from
the
Peabody
Conservatory
in
Baltimore,
Msuryland, and is now engaged in
doctoral studies at U.S.C. He has
had extensive experience with
church and school choirs and
choral societies since 1950.
Church choir director are
particularly invited to bring this
musical
opportunity
to the
attention of their choir members.
We would like to stress the fact
that the Choral Arts Society is not
intended
to
be
hurtful
competition for church choirs.
Rather, it is seen as an instrument
for strengthening choral music
throughout the area by affording
the opportunity to sing both
sacred and secular music with a
large chorus under the leadership
of an experienced and very
successful choral director.
Registration will take place in
the classroom and the fee is $2.00
for the semester.
A final point of interest is that
the Choral Arts Society will
provide the opening concert of
the Third Annual Allied Arts
Council's Festival of the Arts on
Sunday, May 3,1970.
For
further
information,
contact the Adult School office at
TU 2-2537 or Mr. Joe R. Momyer
at TU 8-5025.

Dr. Crum received his education
at several universities. He received
his B.S. degree from Ohio State
University in 1952; in 1953, he
received his M.S. degree from
Marshall University. He returned
to the Ohio State University and
received his Ph.D. there in 1958.
He then went to Harvard
University, where he received his
Postdoctorate in 1958-59. Before
coming to CSCSB in 1966, Dr.
Crum held teaching positions at
several
universities
for
approximately thirteen years.
The areas of chemical research
that Dr. Crum is most interested
in
are
oi^anic
chemistry,
carbohydrates, steroids, alkaloids,
terpenes and related natural
products, heterocycles, synthesis,
and reaction mechanisms.
Some
of
Dr.
Crum's
professional duties have been as
Director of the National Science
Foundation
Undergraduate
Research Participation Program,
and as Director of the NSF
Academic Year Institute for High
School Teachers, 1967-'68 and
1968-'69 at CSCSB. He has also
graduated nine Ph.D.'s to the
present time — all of them at the
Western Reserve University.
As a writer. Dr. Crum has
produced
three
books
and
seventeen papers.
Dr. Crum has served as a
consultant to industry, the United
States Agency for International
Development, and. the National
Science Foundation.
The activities of Dr. Crum by
no means exclude CSCSB. He is
active on several committees here:
Cafeteria-Bookstore Committee,
Master
Planning
Committee,
Union Committee, Graduation
Committee,
Pass-No
Report
Committe, and the Dormitory
Committee. He is also advisor to
the Chemistry Club.
In addition to his activities at
CSCSB, Dr. Crum is an active
member in approxmately thirteen
chemists' organizations.
Quite clearly, Dr. Crum is one
of the most active persons around.
He used to pursue two hobbies —
stamp collecting and fishing;
however, since coming to CSCSB,
he has hardly been able to devote
any time to either hobby.

IMnk Sears..

...for our executive develepmenl program

Whether you're in liberal arts or accounting, in retailing, engineering or
business administration — no matter what your field of study — you may be
just right for Sears. Sears is a great many people, with a great
variety of backgrounds, doing a great variety of jobs, in the dynamic
mercnandising field. You are not limited to remaining in the line of work you
have prepared for in school — unless, of course, you want
to — because at Sears the emphasis is placed on developing many
talents — talents you perhaps never suspected you had.

merchandisiiig • credit management • controllers
FEBRUARY 11, 1970
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Please make necessary arrangements through the Placement Office.
An equal opportunity employer.
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PLACEMENT OFUCE-UPCOMrNG RECRUITING DATES
Feb. 10
Colton School District
Psb. 11
Sears Roebuck & Co.
12
Federal Highway Administration
17
Connecticut Gen. Life Ins. Co.
F®h' 19
General Telephone Co.
Seniors, Grads, Sign up in Library Annex 2B

PagaS

German Tribune

New Ideas On the Origins of Life
NOBEL-PRIZE WINNER EIGEN IN DUSSELDORF
Recently a British scientific congress of research in Dusseldorf
the
discussion
on
the
periodical printed a cartoon as in
fascinating lecture of the transfer
amusing as it was sinister.
It showed a small Martian of information by nucleic acids.
climbing down from a flying This means the reproduction of a
saucer in an arid desert. He
staggers a short distance, tongue living being on the basis of the
hanging
out,
and
croaks, production of identical protein
bodies.
"Ammonia, ammonia!"
Why does he not call for water
Nobel Prizewinner Professor
as we would? The thirsty Martian
apparently comes from a distant Manfred Eigen, Director of the
world
where
life
has not Max Planck Institute for physical
developed from water as on earth chemistry in Gottingen; made
but from liquid ammonia. In this quite clear to his listeners from
world nitrogen has taken over the the very beginning that the old
role of oxygen. Ck)uld such an question "Which came first, the
oi^anic world be just a figment of chicken or the egg?" only seems
somebody's imagination? The to be a problem at first sight.
atmosphere of Jupiter consists
Life according to the definition
mainly of methane and ammonia
which are always in liquid form of biologists does not arise from
because of the low temperatures egg cells, admittedly an extremely
complex structure, but from
there.
This brings us once more to the much simpler molecular chains.
old question of how life may have
originated on our planet given the
By basing itself quite properly
chemical and physical conditions only on what can be proved and
of the original atmosphere and recorded in experiments modern
oceans. This question was also science begs only one question
recently posed at the working which Immediately takes us back
to the origin of things. How does
protein matter reproduce?

WESTERN STATE UNIVERSITY

COLLEGE OF LAW
in Orange County

now accepting men and women

who are over 18 and have 2 years
of acceptable college credits (60)
The LL.B. degree can be earned in 4 years of evening
classes, 3 nignts per week, 3 hours per night.

APPLY NOW FOR FEBRUARY 2nd
DAY OR EVENING CLASSES
1717 S. Brookhurst, Anaheint

635-3454
The degree of LL.B. or J.D. will be conferred
upon graduation from the 4 year program of the
College of Law, operating as a non-profit educa
tional institution, under Charter of the State of
California. Graduates meeting normal require
ments are eligible to take the California State
Bar Examination.

SPECIAL

tr-'

STUDENT AUTO INSURANCE
AN AVERAGE O F 43% SAVINGS ON A L L AUTO INSURANCE
I S REALIZED BY PARTICIPATING QUALIFIED S T U D E N T S .
EXAMPLE

(21 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALE S T U D E N T RIVERSIDE COUNTY,
S T A T E REQUIRED MINIMUM LIMITS O F LIABILITY.)
COMPANY A
C S I S STUDENT PROGRAM

$134, YEARLY
$ 9 4 , YEARLY

SAVINGS: $4 0
£l/f/V

GREATER SAVINGS FOR MARRIED AND FEMALE STUDENTS.

Since proteins of this kind from
ancient times are no longer extant
physical chemists must take
present properties as a starting
point but these are undoubtedly
the product of a long evolution.
At
the
beginning
of
the
development
there
existed
molecules
that
statistically
speaking were fortuitous. These
later developed the ability to pass
on acquired characteristics.
But how could such molecules
ever
acquire
characteristics?
Apparently that was only made
possible by the formation of
certain molecular features. Later,
under
favourable
conditions,
strictly specific structures that
were adapted to local conditions
were added.
In a great scientific step
forward, rewarded quite rightly
by half a dozen Noble Prizes,
molecular gentics has discovered
in
recent
years
that
this
masterpiece
of
structural
chemistry could in fact only take
place in nucleic acids. They are
composed of series of amino acids
in connection with a carbohydrate
basic structure.
Meanwhile pictures of the
nucleic acid double helix have
appeared in books and the world
press. Physical chemists are then
led the the question of how many
similar molecule combinations are
lO A.M. - 6 P.M.

• Placement GUARANTEED regardless of driving record
• Payment Plans to fit YOUR budget.

ART'S BOOK
SHOP

We buy & Sell New & Used Books
Magazines - Pocket Books - Comics
TU 5-1742

• NO Additional liability charge for SPORTS CARS.
• NO MEMBERSHIP FEE required.

AAA N. "D" ST.

SAN

BERNARDINO

• Licensed by the State of California Dept. of Insurance'.
i EXPERIENCE

ISRAELI
LIVING

CSIS
COLLEGE STUDENT INSURANCE SERVICE
5571 MI S S I O N BL.VO , RI V C R S I O E (RUBIOOUX ) CA U I F . 92509

eleven week program
open only to students
(714) 683-2691

Includes Europe and
Mediterranean cruise
(714) 682-3773

theoretically possible and what
are the chances (or what were the
chances) that organic matter
capable of reproduction would
arise from it.
At
this
point
Eigen
dumbfounded his audience with a
dazzling display of figures
of
which only one number can be
given as an example here: a
protein with about a hundred
units each consisting of twenty
different amino acids could be
permutated in ten to the power of
130 different ways. In other
words the number of pc^ible
series would be 1 with 130
noughts! This number is so
beyond the bounds of human
imagination tha by comparison
even the age of the universe in
seconds (roughly ten to the
seventeenth power) fades into
obscurity.
This makes it even more
remarkable that out of this
diversity nature has selected only
two pairs of amino acids. These
produce the nucleic acids and
with their help as chemical
information
bearers
to
foundations of our protein bodies,
the
polypeptides.
This
is
comparable to Goethe's Faust
being produced from a random
selection of letters.
The formation of new protein
bodies
needs
chemical
information. Specific enzymes or
highly selective hormones attend
to this function. The transfer of
information proceeds with such
accuracy that there is no more
than one mistake in every one
hundred million nucleic acids.
Professor Eigen said that the
first protein chains capable of
reproduction must have originated
from a sort of automatic molecule
selection. The process is roughly
as follows. Their formation in an
irregular and unorganized system
is aided by catalytic effect,
perhaps that of the certain type of
sunlight polarised. The system has
then become stable around these
forms relatively quickly and
allowed the others to die off. A
feed-back process certainly played
its part in the oiganic chemical
mixture of amino acids in the first
formation of matter. There must
have been a favourable effect on
creative substances.
The first basic pre-condition for
oiganic life on Earth was now
met. Was that Creation? We do
not know. From this stage it is
still a long way to cellular
organization, primitive animals
and finally to Man himself.
The same conditions present on
Earth thousands of millions of
years ago probably existed or still
exist on other planets viithin the
solar system and even more
outside. Eigen stressed that
extra-terrestial proteins — if they
do actually exist — must have
developed in their own particular
way and must therefore be
basically different to those in
existence on Earth.
Chemists cannot exclude the
possibility that evolution of this
type could take place in an
environment
that
does
not
contain water. Ammonia or
sulphur could serve the same
function. So if one day a man
should climb out of his flying
saucer in the desert we must not
be at ail surprized if he does not
like the refreshment he is offered .
(Frankfurter Rundschau,
December 1969)
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California State College, San Bernardino

Valentine's

Students to Elect
King and Queen
For
Feb. 14 Dance
Photos by Dane Barthotow

'I'he ASB is sponsoring a
Valentine's Day Dance to be held
on Valentine's Day, Saturday
February 14. The happening will
start at 8:30 p.m. in the little
Admission is free; the dance
is open to all.

The ASB is also sponsoring a
Valentine's King and Queen
Contest. The winners, to be
announced at the dance, wilt be
determined by the number of
votes cast in the special King and
Queen election. Any eligible
> M M MM r• * » M

It

t• ' • « • • M » . • . »

Student may vote in this election,
which will be conducted February
9-13, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in
front of the cafeteria.
There are candidates from every
class and many clubs;
The Freshmen candidates are Jim
Rynnard and Kathy Sullivan; the

Sophomore candidates are Bill
Piatt and Carolyn Correia; the
Junior candidates are Marty
McClelland and Lesa Williams; the
Senior candidates are Marlin
Brown and Terrie Gallacher.
The candidates of Alpha Espilon
are Mike Ross and Kristie Seller;
the Alpha Phi Omega candidates

are Don SUl and Bernie De Laurie;
the Biology Club candidates are
Reagen Ondier and Denise Inman;
the BSU candidates are Ron
Blakeley and -Rosalyn Jacquett;
the Chemistry Qub candidates are
Ed Hagaman and Kathy Strati;
MECHA's candidates are Jorge
Rios and Maiy Helen Canllo.
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World Affairs Council
Encourages Membership

Anti-War

By MICHAEL ZLAKET
The World Affairs Council of
Inland Southern California is an
organization sponsored by eight
colleges in the Inland Empire. It
endeavors, through the strength of
its wide membership, to bring to
this area distinguished speakers on
world affairs. The Council was
created in 1964 by eight colleges
and universities in the Inland
Empire to provide an avenue for
the study and full and free
discussion of matters of current
international importance. The
Council members meet, hear and
question the speakers.
The organization has suceeded
well in its aim during its six years
of
existence. Speakers have
' included such people as Henry
Steele
Commager,
Professor
Marshal Shulman, and the
honorable Dean Rusk, former
Secretary of State.
Last Monday, the Council's
guest speaker was Richard E.
Leakey,
the
son
of
the
Feb. 17 . . . demonstration at
world-famous anthropologists Drs.
the Beverly Hilton to accompany
LSB and Mary Leakey. The event
m evening banquet for the
included a buffet dinner in his
American Ordlanance Association,
honor at the University of
approx. 7:00.
California's,
at
Riverside,
Feb. 18 . . . picketing of local
Commons and his lecture and
Selective Service Boards and L.A.
film.
Induction Center.

The film he presented was a
color documentary, with his
personal comment^, disclo^ng
his
recent
paleontological
discoveries in Kenya. This event
was
the
premier
public
presentation of his film, which
was made for the National
Geographic Society.
Dr. Leakey is well-qualified to
speak on this topic, as he was
born and raised in Kenya. He
learned Swahili as his second
tongue. He was always at home in
the brush. It was a natural
outgrowth
of
his
unique
background that led him to this
remote area of flast Africa.
The eight colleges sponsoring
this
oi^anization
are
the
California State College at San
Bernardino,
the
Claremont
Colleges, La Sierra College, Loma
Linda University, River^de City
College, San ^mardino Valley
College, University of California
at Riverside, and the University of
Redlands.
The Board of Directors consists
of three persons: Stephen L.
Zetterbei^, President; Ernst H.
Krause,
Vice-President;
and
Milton R. Sage, Treasurer. Dr.
James R. Hartley, of UCR's
Extension
Program,
is
the
Executive Director.
On
this
campus,
the
representative of
the World
Affairs Council is Dr. Mary Cisar,
of
the
Political
Science
Department. Anyone interested in
joining
this
worthwhile
oi^anization should contact her.
A student may become a member
for $1. A non-student may
become a member for $10.
Anyone who does not join the
World Affairs Council is missing
out on a good thing. This
organization has sponsored the
appearances of many prominent
speakers, and there is still more to
come. For example, the Council
will sponsor the appearance, on
April 2, 1970, of Dr. Glen
Seaboig. Dr. Seaborg is a member
of
the
Atomic
Energy
Commission.

Moratorium Issues For February
Angeles have come together for
such an effort. The following is a
tentative schedule of events, still
subject
to
changes.
For
information and suggestions, call
380-3611 (Vietnam Moratorium
Committee) and 462-8188 (Peace
Action Council).
Feb 5 . . . Agnew at centery
Plaza.
Feb. 14 . .. Rally at L.A. Trade
Tech, 8:00 p.m. celebration of
Huey P. Newton's birthday and
support rally for the Black
Panthers.
and it is a hopeful sign that
Feb. 15 . . . open thus far
various political groups in Los
(possibility of support picketing
with G. E. strikers).
Feb. 16 . . . Vietnam
Moratorium Press Conference,
announcement
of
plans for
upcoming months.
A coalition of anti-war and
other political groups in Los
Angeles plan a series of actions
from February 14 to February 22,
focusing on a variety of issues
related to the basic theme of
political repression. It is generally
agreed
that
the correlation
between domestic and foreign
repression carried out by the
power elite in the United States is
too glaringly obvious to be
ignored by any one-issue group,

Legal Representation
Means Strength

Acting upon the belief that legal
representation means strength, for
the second
year,
one
of
California's oldest law schools.
University of California, Hastings
CoUege of the Law, is actively
soliciting"
minority
student
enrollment. Hastings has modified
the
traditional
admissions
procedure of evaluating applicants
from minority groups according
to the combined merits of
undergraduate
grade
point
averages
and
Law
School
Admission Test scores, in favor of
a more realistic system.
Hastings, which is afHliated
with the University of California,
is a well-recognized, accredited
school
of
law
located
in
downtown San Francisco. As part
of being accepted under the
Modified Admissions Program is
based on need, resident fees will
be waived and financial
aid is
available. In addition, to a $1500
yearly federally insured loan is
available, interest free until
graduation. Pre-school orientation
and tutorial sessions are also
included in the program.
All in' w-rested men and women
should write to the Modified
Admissions
Program
(MAP),
Hastings College of the Law, 198
McAllister Street, San Francisco,
California 94102, requesting an
application
form.
Individuals
should also register to take the
Law School Admission Test;
information concerning this test is
available at the undergraduate
counseling service of all colleges
and universities. Note that all
minority student applications
should be marked boldly and
clearly:
Modified Admissions Program.

Problems .
(continued from page 1)
A T^ture of general interest,
entitled "Unsolved Problems in
Elementary Geometry," will be
given at 11 a.m. in Room 101 of
the Biology Building.
Of interest to math students
will
be
a
more technical
presentation, "Sets of Constant
Width," set for 3 p.m. in the same
location.
Students and faculty from other
schools and anyone else interested
in the topics 4s invited to attend,
announced Dr. Hafstrom. High

Feb. 19 . . . open, possible G.E.
>trike support, leafletting defense
plants, local actions.
Feb. 20 . . . open, local actions.
Feb. 21 . . . Anti-War,
Anti-Repression rally at the
Federal Building.
Feb. 22 . . . Vietnam
Moratorium benefit concert.
More details forthcoming! If
you have questions, ideas, planned
actions, «dl 380-3611 and help us
get
it
together.
Vietnam
Moratorium Committee
Aaron Wolf
Ray Henderson

scnool matn students should find
the morning discussion within
their comprehension, he noted.
Dr. Chakerian's appearance at
CSCSB is sponsored by the
Mathematical Assn. of America,
under its visiting lecturer program.
The mathematician earned his
Ph.D. from UC Berkeley in 1960
and taught at Cal Tech for three
years prior to joining the faculty
at UC Davis in 1963. He has about
20 publications in the area of
geometry, principally the theory
of convex sets.

PRE-REGISTRATION INF'. RUCTIONS

AH students currently eligible to return for the spring quarter and all
students admitted for the spring quarter may pick op their registration
packets and instructions at the Information Desk, Office of Admissions
Records, on the dates listed below:
Graduates and Seniors
February 11
Juniors
February 18
Sophomores
February 25
Freshmen
March 4
Students must return their completed registration packet and check
for the correct fee payment to the Information Desk, Office of
Admissions and Records, on Monday or Tuesday, only, following the
date the packet was picked up. No pre-registration packets will be
processed on any other days. Students will complete their
pre-registration according to the following schedule:
TIME
MONDAY
TUESDAY
Students whose last
Students whose
names begin with:
names begin with:
8:30- 9:30
MAD - NIC
BOP - CLA
9:30-10:30
NID - RHZ
CLB - DUL
10:30-11:30
RIA - SMA
DUM - GLO
12:30- 1:30
SMB - USH
GLP-HIR
1:30- 2:30
USI - zz
HIS-KIR
2:30- 3:30
AA - BOO
KIS - MAC
3:30- 4:30
All above not preAll above not preregistering at
registering at
scheduled time.
scheduled time.
Students may complete pre-registration at their scheduled time, or at
any time after their class or alphabetic group has pre-registered. The last
day to pre-register for the spring quarter is March 10.

Thwing

(continued from pi^e 2)
Viet Nam War Moratorium. Most
of the dissenters are sincere and
dedicated, but they have not
educated themselves as to what is
really going on.
_
~As "Thwing sees it, he attempts
to put forth the facts concerning
an issue in his letters, while the
dissenters
merely
say
that
something is unfair without
actually probing beneath the
surface. They are taking only a
superficial look at the causes of
problems
without
really
examining the facts.
Thwing feels that the dissenters
do not realize the consequences of
what they are doing. When these
people are older, he says, they will
have matured and will look back,
wondering why they did these
things. He knows this from his
own experience: his views have
changed from what they were
several years ago!
Instead of picking away at
society and its faults, these people
should devote their energies to
finding out what is right with our
society.
The dissenter groups generally
have strong leaders who implant
ideas in their minds and unite
them for a cause. If most of the
dissenters educated themselves as
to the realities of the causes of
society's ills, most of them would
rebel against their own groups.

JET CHARY
Several flights from West I
Coas^,^5 to 325 r.t; $140 to |
225 o/w. Coordinator ' Prof^
Frank Paid, 247 Roycroft Ave
Long Beach 90803
Tek 438-2179

EUROPE
$200 to $295 round trip. Also
to Israel and Orient . Rep
Amit Pales (714) 735-9140 or
(714 )
737-4684. 1562-2
Pleasant View Ave., Corona
California 91720. E.S.E.P.'
members only.

PRESCRIPTIONS
Baby Department
Cosmetics
L'Oreal

Coty

Revlott

PEARSON'S

Alo

Max Factor

PHARMACV

Open 9 a.m. — 8 p.m.

Closed Sunday

free parking

Marshallee Shopping Center
Marshall at E
3148 E. St.

next to WincheU's

882-3389
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Student Teaches
By MICHAEL ZLAKET
A karate class is being offered
by
the
Physical
Education
Department at CSCSB. The course
is unique in its subject-matter and
because it is taught by a CSCSB
student, not a teacher,
Tony Gneck is the karate
instructor at CSCSB. Tony' has
studied karate for the past
fourteen years, first in Hawaii and
later in Okinawa. Tony has earned
a fifth degree black belt. Two
assistants instruct
under his
supervision; Susan Gneck and
George Torbett. Susan has earned

A Student to nil tne position
vacated by Bill Maddox on the
Student Affairs Committee is
needed. Anyone interested please
contact
Barry Thompson or
Marlin Brown.

The Outdoors Club will hold a
meeting February 10, Tuesday at
11 A.M. It will be held in the PE
Department conference room.
The club will discuss plans for the
pack-in to Dry Lake, on Mt. San
Gorgonio, which is to be held on
the weekend of February 14-15.
M.E.C.H.A. is starting, at the
latter part of this week, a food
drive for the Consolidated Farm
Workers. A box will be located at
the free speech area on the
podium. Please contribute canned
foods and
clothing.
Money
donations should be made out to
the
United
Farm
Workers
Organizing Committee and sent to
Socorro Gomez at 1319 13th St.,
San Bernardino.

Karate Class

a first degree black belt, and
George has earned a third degree
black belt. All three instructors
are from the Sho-Ryn-Ru School,
located at 136 E. Highland Ave.,
San Bernardino.
The CSCSB course is an
accelerated course rather than the
standard course. The class is
divided into two sections, each
meeting once a week. The
beginning section
meets on
Tuesday, while the more advanced
section meets on Friday. Each
section lasts two hours, 3 to 5
p.m. A student may attend both
sections if he wishes.
Karate is a refined version of an
art that was developed centuries
ago in China. The twenty-third
Buddha, Buddha dah Ruma,
brought the Zen philosophy to
the Orient and attempted to
spread it by sending missionaries
throughout
the
land.
The
missionaries
were
not
well-accepted and, in fact, were
often
robbed.
Thus,
they
developed karate as a method of
self-defense.
The art eventually spread to
Japan, where it was known as
jututsu. The Japanese refined it
by taking out the punching and
kicking techniques. This version
of the art became what is known
today as judo.

Education stuaenis wno are
eligible to student teach spring
quarter
are
reminded
that
applications must be submitted to
the Education Department by
February 30. Applications may be
secured from Mrs. Morris, PS 215.

Photos by Dane Bartholow

Tuesday
February 10

11:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
12:00 noon
12:00 noon
2:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
10:00a.m.
10:00 a.m.
11:00a.m.
11:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
12:00 noon
12:00 noon
2:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

PS-122
C-113
B-101
C-113
PS-122
PS-122
PS-10
B-101

PS-10
L-14S
PS-10
B-124
C-113
PE 122
C-113
L-114
Cafet.
C-113
PS-122
PS-10
B-101

BSU
Circle K
BSU
Alpha Phi
BSU
BSU
BSU
BSU

BSU
Lectures & Public Affairs Meetin
BSU
Biology Club
Young Republicans
Outdoors Club
BSU
Student Affairs
Senior Class
Activities Committee
BSU
John Harmer
Lecture-Prof. Chakerian
Newman Club

Wednesday
February 11 11:45a.m. C-113 Purchasing Department
1:00p.m. C-113 Newman Club Films
1:00 p.m. B-101 BSU
1:00 p.m. PS-122 BSU
3:00 p.m. PS-10 BSU
3:00 p.m. PS-209 Education Department
3:00 p.m. C-113 Staff Council
4:00 p.m. PS-202 Social Science Division Meeting
Thursday
February 12 8:00 a.m. B-101 BSU
12:00 noon C-113 Christian Group
12:00 noon PS-122 BSU
1:00 p.m. PS-10 BSU
2:00 p.m. PS-105 E.O.P. Meeting
Friday
Fefaraary 13 8:00 a.m. PS-10 BSU
9:00 a.m. PS-10 BSU
11:00a.m. PS-122 BSU
12:00 noon C-113 CSEA Election Committee
12:00 noon PS-10 BSU
1:00 p.m. Cafet. Alpha Epsilon
2:00 p.m. PS-122 BSU
8:00 p.m. PS-10 'THE CUBE"

Karate and judo are methodso
self-defense. However, they u
primarily scientific methods
self-control and coordinal
They require physical and roei
self-control.
Today, the more advai
schools are attempting to
together the more varied parts
karate and judo and are makuu
the art a more stable science. J
A person may enroll in the
CSCSB course to fulfill the collef
PE unit requirements. If he wisto'
to earn a t^lt, he may possibly do
so by enrolling for two quartets,
attending both sections of each
class, and practicing rigorously.
Tony is qualified to award brown,
green, and third degree black,
belts.
After two quarters of study andfi
practice, a student should be aUe|<
to come to the Friday night claii
of the Sho-Ryn-Ru School tOi
work-out.
i
The CSCSB course was fntt
offered in Fall 69 quarter. The
course
had
peak
capacity
enrollement
then (when 2i
enrolled) as it does now (forty
enrolled now). Some students
now enrolled were also in the FiD
class.

a

Activities Calendar

Monday
February 9

The art also spread to Okina*L
where it was copied and refiind
into what Is today known
karate. The Okinawans removei
all the throwing techniques ul
stylized most of the hand an
foot techniques.
There are three styles
karate:: Kumfu, the Chinese styl^
Sho-Ryn-Ru, the Okinawan styli|
and Kempo, the Japanese stylu
There styles are formulas fof
movement
that
requltl
coordination, and each fo
represents the life work of a
master of the art.

Some forty students are presently enrolled in the CSCSB Karate
Gass. Tony Gneck, a student at the college, instructs the class.
Students must undergo vigorous practice to develop the skills
required to earn a Black Belt.

JET LA. to EUROPE
by TIA and lATA carrier. Half
fare for children on flight
6-18/9-8
$259 R.T. 5-13/6-14
$365 R.T. 6-18/9-8
$299 R.T. 7-3/9-11
$289 R.T. 7-16/9-26
$139 One Way 9-4
MOSCOW
or
PARIS
low-priced study courses. Mark
item of interest and mail
coupon to Dr. Milton French
(213) 274-0729 c.o. Sierra
Travel Inc. 9875 Santa Monica
Blvd., Beverly Hills 90212
Name:
Street:
City & Zip:

CLASSIFIED
WANTED:
An artistic person interested to
fill a position in the AS
government. Duties would include
preparing posters, handouts, and
other
publicity; also would
include some public relations
work. Salary is approximately $50
a month. Contact Marlin Brown.
Wanted
Will do odd jobs-lawn work,
hauling. Call Ross King or Tim
Roe at TU 6-8421 or Mrs.
Hubbard or Miss Lowen at
trailor 2B CSCSB.
me
Counseling
Center is
offering a program designed to
improve listening skills. Consisting
of three hours of programmed
tapes, it just might help students
get something out of classroom
lectures. Go to Room L-120 for
details. .

, JET CHARTERS
Several flights from L.A. 8( Oakland to London, Amsterdam, &
Frankfurt.
$270-325 rt., $159-175 o/w
Coordinator: Prof. Frank Paal
247 Roycroft Ave., Long Beach
Zip: 90803. Tel: 438-2179

7th Annual
Europe
Jet Flights

nwR

Los Angeles-London (Round-trip)
(For students, (acuity and staff only)
Spring Quarter Special
March 29-June 16

Summer Flight*
Jun. 15-S«p. 22
Jun. 21-Aug. 21
Jul. S-Sep. 3

11 Wks.

$255

14 Wks.
9 Wks.
SWks.

S29S
S29S
$295

LIS Travel Service
4246 Overland Ave., Dept. B. Culver City,
Calif, 90230. (213) 839-7591
682-3773

